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In a lot of ways the design process is a very complex system of research, conceptualization, documentation, construction, and design. The standard architectural studio process typically only allows students to experience a portion of the steps required within the process. The intention of the Connections thesis project was to allow my partner and me the opportunity to take a project through the entire design process. The thesis was considered a design-build project and allowed us to move beyond the typical theoretical design completed within the studio setting.

The project was designed to be a semi-permanent installation that would be installed within the CAP building. The installation was to be an interactive seating space that would allow the user to interact in a variety of ways. It was our chosen task to not only design the project, but also build a full scale piece that could be used by all the inhabitants of the CAP building. There were three major components that we felt the thesis would teach us; The first was a extensive understanding of the ergonomics and qualities needed to design quality seating, second is being able to actually build one of the projects that we designed, and third is getting a understanding of materials and connections through the actual building of elegant pieces of furniture. Once the thesis project was completed a book was created as a way to graphically showcase the entire progression of the project.

The project allowed us to deal firsthand with many issues found everyday in the design practice. We had to deal with the realistic issues of having a client, working within a particular budget, completing the project within a set timeframe, and handing many of the general problems that arise from these particular issues. The project gave us an extensive understanding of the true dedication and time it takes to complete a design-build project.
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Dear reader of this thesis project,

The following pages contain the pages from the book I created showcasing our thesis project. The book contains all of the information needed to thoroughly explain the installation. Also included within this packet is a bound version of the booklet which was how it was intended to be created. It should be noted that the installation may not stay within the building forever, but should be visited for a more complete understanding of the complexity of the project. It is our intention that other students use this piece as a form of inspiration to complete their own project. Also bar stools are still needed for the completion of the space and it is our hope that other designers feel the urge to create unique stools for the site.

Thanks for taking the time to read through my thesis

Stephen C Killion
4th year Architecture student and glue_e editor

p.s. If this project gets you interested in researching other projects designed within the architectural program I would recommend contacting one of the current members of glue for copies of the journals. Also both Bracken and the architecture library contain copies of all of the journals.
Honors Program. Are you passionate about history research? Honor Students from the Class of 2016. The Department of History's Honors Program is open to undergraduate majors who have demonstrated intensive interest in the study of history and who have mastered the skills necessary for independent work. It provides selected students with a high level of faculty and peer support, and offers them numerous opportunities to present their work in public and to be recognized for excellent scholarship. PDF | On May 1, 2009, Erika C Martin and others published Fish assemblages: the influence of habitat and hydrology: an honors thesis [(HONRS 499)] | Find, read and cite all the research you need on ResearchGate. Â Thesis (M.S.)--Montana State University--Bozeman, 1999. Chairperson, Graduate Committee: Robert G. White. Includes bibliographical references (leaves 123-130). The honours thesis (PSYCH 499A/B/C) is an optional course for those who have a strong interest in conducting original research and wish to gain greater experience in research design, data analysis and interpretation. Students carry out the honours thesis project under the supervision of a faculty member and present the findings in a scholarly paper. Learn more. Read the honours thesis handbook which is the PSYCH 499 course outline: honours thesis handbook for Fall 2016 and onward. Attend oral presentations by other students (see Oral Presentation Schedule below).